Resist STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

1) Resist **fully lives its values** for the purpose of **modeling what a foundation could be**.

2) Resist’s **funding process is shaped by grassroots leadership**, including fully-funded Resist grantees, for the purpose of maximizing impact.

3) Resist offers opportunities for **grantees to connect with each other and the larger movement** for the purpose of supporting a more resourced, whole, abundant, and sustainable movement.

4) Resist **uses its position as a grassroots foundation embedded in national movement spaces** for the purpose of connecting emerging strategies with community efforts.

5) Resist **joins and influences networked philanthropic spaces** for the purpose of increasing both resources and accountability to frontline grassroots communities.

6) Resist’s **budget is more mission-aligned each year** for the purpose of redistributing more resources to frontline communities.

7) Resist moves from **transactional to transformative fundraising and communications for the purpose of building relationships and shifting culture** for a more liberatory and sustainable movement, organization and community.